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Scans show differences in brains of problematic teens
Times of Malta, 20 Jun 2016
The diagram shows two regions of the brain which are more similar in terms of thickness in youths with conduct disorder than in...

Brains of teens with conduct disorder are different
Medical News Today, 17 Jun 2016
Compared with their peers, male youths with severe antisocial behavior problems appear to have significant differences in brain...

Scans of teenage brain show strong evidence of link between serious antisocial behavior and brain development
Sign of the Times, 17 Jun 2016
© Nicola Toschi These two regions of the brain (orbitofrontal cortex and medial temporal cortex) were more similar in terms of...

Brain scans find differences in 'badly behaved' teen boys
Windsford Guardian, 17 Jun 2016
"Striking" structural differences seen in study which compared brain scans of young men with antisocial behavioural problems...

'Map' of teenage brain provides strong evidence of link between serious antisocial behaviour and brain development - Technology Org
Technology.org, 17 Jun 2016
The brains of teenagers with serious antisocial behaviour problems differ significantly in structure to those of their peers...
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The brains of teenage delinquents are different to those of their better behaved peers, according to new research.
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